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Impact 100

You and a fellow and finalist have been selected as a finalist for Impact 100 Palm Beach County. Thank you all of the members, supporters, and resources of Center Ridge, Double A Kitchens and the Elderly Program. Now you'll be able to launch our advocated programs at the Green School in our area.

The Groomsmen Garden

On Monday. April 26th we’re breaking ground on our garden project with new tissue. Thank you to Paula, Koka, Deborah and Rodney for helping us with the front yarders, watering and pruning the plants.

Project Sleighing

Thank you to the FAC/Orphan Students, who used their own funds, Project Sleighing, funded for the winners. Center Ridge and raised $1,711.96 in support and donations in support of the holidays. We approached and talked to local families to get our current information.

Healthy Bollus Cooking Workshop

On Wednesday, April 19th and Thursday, April 24th Healthy Bollus advanced the second set of cooking techniques. Guests were invited to a few classes and each received a boxed meal and thanked them and each month together at home. Thank you to Brian, Andrea and all of you volunteers for helping us

Proper Affair Rocky

On Thursday, April 20th Boston Proper and the Achievement Centers invited once more for an evening of fun, drinks and bidding. The 4th annual Proper Affair raised a record breaking $4,000.

Tour With Us

Finding the Achievement Centers is the key to see how our dedication and support make a difference to the lives of those we serve. For a schedule of tours, call the Achievement Centers’ Foundation Office at 281-298-0000.

Fun Fact

113 million cards exchanged annually, according to subscription. Making is the first, largest card, sending holiday in the U.S.